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A construction of Type:Type in
Martin-Lof's partial type theory with one universe1
Erik Palmgren
Department of mathematics, Uppsala university
Thunbergsvagen 3, S-752 38 Uppsala, Sweden

In this note we construct Martin-Lof's inconsistent type theory, Type:Type
[Martin-Lof, 1971], inside partial type theory with one universe. Thus adding a
xed point operator to type theory with one predicative universe gives impredicativity.
We may describe the theory Type:Type as follows. It contains the rules for the
product construction () of Martin-Lof [1984] except the  -rule and it contains
the usual rules for de nitional equality (=). Moreover it contains the following
strongly impredicative universe
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This theory is inconsistent (i.e. every set is inhabited), and this is seen by
proving a variant of the Burali-Forti paradox { Girard's paradox { cf. Troelstra and
van Dalen [1988]. Coquand [199?] has shown that by adding the wellorder type
and the strong dependent sum to the universe, the xed point operator becomes
de nable. It is an open problem whether it is de nable without the wellorder type.
The present result could be seen as a converse, namely by adding the xed point
operator to type theory with one universe, Type:Type becomes de nable and, as
is already known, so does the wellorder type.
It is known (cf. Amadio et al. [1986] and Coquand et al. [1989]) that we
may construct a domain-theoretic model of the variant of Type:Type, where the
last equality above is replaced by an explicitly given isomorphism, using nitary
projections. The present construction of Type:Type together with the domain
interpretation of partial type theory with universes [Palmgren, 1989], gives indirectly a domain interpretation of Type:Type where the equality is interpreted as
equality. These models each show that the de nitional equality is not trivial.
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We shall do the construction in Martin-Lof's partial type theory with one
universe (U; T ). The quali cation "partial" means that it has a general xed
point operator [Martin-Lof, 1986] given by the rules,
(x 2 A)

f 2A
fix((x)f ) 2 A

(x 2 A)

f 2A
fix((x)f ) = f (fix((x)f )=x) 2 A:

By applying this on the universe we may solve type equations,2 e.g.
T (fix((x)x ! x)) = T (fix((x)x ! x)) ?! T (fix((x)x ! x)):
The general xed point operator yields a trivial proof of every proposition (i.e.
fix((x)x) 2 A), and in particular of the identity type I (A; a; b). Therefore the
extensional identity type of Martin-Lof [1984] is abandoned since we want a nontrivial de nitional equality. We can, if desired, assume the intensional identity
type, as can be seen from the domain interpretations [Palmgren and StoltenbergHansen, 1990] and [Palmgren, 1989]. However, it turns out that neither identity
type nor -rule is needed in the construction.
The rst (predicative) universe of total type theory could be seen as a xed
point of a monotone operator which is given by the introduction rules for the universe. In the case of an impredicative universe, such as Type:Type, this operator
is no longer monotone, and we cannot guarantee the existence of a xed point. By
resorting to certain categories of Scott-domains these operators all become monotone and continuous. In the domain interpretation of partial type theory with
universes [Palmgren, 1989], a large cpo of parametrizations (monotone families)
of information systems was introduced and the universes were obtained as xed
points on this cpo. The idea is to internalize this construction principle into partial
type theory. The universe U will correspond to the class of information systems,
and PAR := (x 2 U )[T (x) ! U ], i.e. the set of codes for families of sets in U ,
correspond to parametrizations of information systems.
The construction. We refer to Martin-Lof [1984] for explications of the constants and rules of type theory. In the following we use h; i for construction of
pairs; p and q are the rst and second projection respectively. We de ne the
following operations on PAR := (x 2 U )[T (x) ! U ] : If c; d 2 PAR let
c+^ d := hp(c) + p(d); (z)D(z; (x)Ap(q(c); x); (y)Ap(q(d); y))i;
the sum of two families, and if c 2 PAR let
s (c) := h(p(c);(x)Ap(q(c); x) ! p(c));
(w)(Ap(q(c); p(w)); (x)Ap(q(c); Ap(q(w); x)))i;
the operator corresponding to the closure of the universe under -formation (3).
We leave it to the reader to check that c+^ d 2 PAR.
2 Note that the indexed xed point operator of non-standard type theory [MartinLof, 1989] will not solve such equations, and hence can not be used to carry out
the construction below.
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To see that s (c) 2 PAR we perform the following informal deduction. Assume that c 2 PAR. Then p(c) 2 U and q(c) 2 T (p(c)) ?! U by -elimination.
From the assumption that x 2 T (p(c)) we obtain Ap(q(c); x) 2 U , and hence
Ap(q(c); x) ! p(c) 2 U by U -introduction. Thus (p(c); (x)Ap(q(c); x) ! p(c)) 2
U , again by U -introduction.
Now assume that w 2 T ((p(c); (x)Ap(q(c); x) ! p(c))). By the commutation
of T with  and  and by -elimination we get p(w) 2 T (p(c)) and q(w) 2
T (Ap(q(c); p(w))) ?! T (p(c)). We have Ap(q(c); p(w)) 2 U and may assume x 2
T (Ap(q(c); p(w))). Then Ap(q(w); x) 2 T (p(c)), and thus Ap(q(c); Ap(q(w); x)) 2
U . By U -introduction we get

(Ap(q(c); p(w)); (x)Ap(q(c); Ap(q(w); x))) 2 U:
Abstracting on w and pairing with (p(c); (x)Ap(q(c); x) ! p(c)) in the rst coordinate yields

h(p(c);(x)Ap(q(c); x) ! p(c));
(w)(Ap(q(c); p(w)); (x)Ap(q(c); Ap(q(w); x)))i 2 PAR;
i.e. s (c) 2 PAR.
We de ne the operator that builds the universe (U ; T ) by putting
1
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f (c) := s (c)+^ hn1; (x)R1(x; p(c))i;
for c 2 PAR, and let e := fix((c)f (c)). Hence e 2 PAR is a xed point of f ,
e = f (e). The right summand of f corresponds to the rules (2).
We now interpret Type:Type. The universe (U ; T ) is de ned by letting
1
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U := T (p(e))
1

and

T (a) := T (Ap(q(e); a));
1

for a 2 U . Thus the rules (1) are veri ed.
Using the equality e = f (e) and the commutation of T with ,  and + we
get
1

(4)

U = T (p(e)) = T (p(f (e)))
= T ((p(e); (x)Ap(q(e); x) ! p(e))) + T (n1)
= (x 2 T (p(e)))[T (Ap(q(e); x)) ?! T (p(e))] + N1
= (x 2 U )[T (x) ?! U ] + N1
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and hence j (01) 2 U . Furthermore we have T (j (01)) = T (Ap(q(e); j (01))) =
T (p(e)) = U , and we let u := j (01). Hence we have u 2 U and T (u ) =
U , i.e. (2) is veri ed.
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Finally we shall de ne the code  (a; (x)b) and verify the rules (3). Suppose
that a 2 U and that b 2 U under the assumption that x 2 T (a). Hence
(x)b 2 T (a) ?! U . -introduction yields
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ha; (x)bi 2 (x 2 U )[T (x) ?! U ];
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and +-introduction gives

iha; (x)bi 2 T (p(f (e))) = T (p(e)) = U ;
by the equalities (4) above. Now de ne  (a; (x)b) := iha; (x)bi. Then  (a; (x)b)
2 U , as desired, and nally
T ( (a; (x)b)) = T (Ap(q(f (e)); iha; (x)bi))
= T ((Ap(q(e); a); (x)Ap(q(e); Ap((x)b; x))))
= (x 2 T (Ap(q(e); a)))T (Ap(q(e); Ap((x)b; x)))
= (x 2 T (Ap(q(e); a)))T (Ap(q(e); b))
= (x 2 T (a))T (b):
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We have proved the following
Theorem. Type:Type is de nable in partial type theory with one universe.
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Note that the strong sum () is easily added to the universe (U ; T ) by
inserting
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s (c) := h(p(c);(x)Ap(q(c); x) ! p(c));
(w)(Ap(q(c); p(w)); (x)Ap(q(c); Ap(q(w); x)))i;
as a summand of f , by de ning a code for  (a; (x)b) and modifying the codes
 (a; (x)b) and u accordingly.
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Using the method described we may construct universes for other impredicative type theories such as the second order -calculus. Partial type theory with
one universe seems indeed to be "universal" for type theories.
Acknowledgement. I wish to thank the referee for his comments.
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